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Take the Battle to the Sky with Fantastical Flying Mount Combat In Riders of Icarus

Nexon America and WeMade Entertainment invite players to embark on the ride of their life in
Riders of Icarus, an upcoming free-to-play action-adventure MMORPG featuring exhilarating
aerial combat unlike anything ever seen before in the genre. Players take flight on the backs of
fantastical beasts, ranging from ferocious bears to fire-breathing dragons, to fight by both land
and air in the unprecedented experience MMO players have been waiting for.

“With Riders of Icarus, we want to bring an all-new action element to MMORPGs: Thrilling aerial
combat,” said Seok Hoon, producer, WeMade Entertainment. “There are many games with
dragons and other flying mounts, but they hardly ever impact battles in a meaningful and
entertaining way. In Riders of Icarus, mounts truly add another level of challenge and
excitement, delivering expansive vertical gameplay in addition to action-oriented ground mount
combat.”
In Riders of Icarus, players will explore a vast, majestic and ever-expanding world where they
can collect and train hundreds of different wild beasts, taming them to become rideable mounts
with unique special abilities. As a legendary Rider, with renowned combat abilities, players will
coordinate with other heroes both in the air and on the ground to engage in theatrical boss
battles utilizing the game’s frenetic action-oriented melee combo system. With hundreds of
ground and aerial mounts to collect, the sky is no longer the limit for the Riders of Icarus, who
fight to protect mankind from an ancient invading evil.
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Beginning Thursday, Jan. 28 and running through Tuesday, Feb. 2, Nexon America is hosting a
beta test for local servers in North America and Mexico. A larger closed beta test will follow at a
later date for North America, Mexico, Europe and Australia/New Zealand.
To sign up for the chance to join a beta test, as well as to stay up-to-date on the latest news and
announcements for Riders of Icarus, join the community today: ridersoficarus.com
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